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Why American Older Workers Have Lost Bargaining Power?

ABSTRACT:
Bargaining power is not measured directly but inferred from labor market
outcomes. Eight major factors suppress older workers’ bargaining power: rise of
alternative work schedules and loss of internal labor markets; relative union loss;
employment by smaller firms; persistent age discrimination; geographical
immobility; wage cohort effects; eroding retirement income security. And older
workers’ ineligibility for the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). Since workers over
age 55 are projected to fill 6.4 million of the 11.4 million net new jobs created
between 2016 and 2026 their bargaining power loss could suppress wages and
working conditions for all workers.
Keywords: older workers, bargaining power, wages, retirement
Key Points
● Older workers face particular forms of monopsony power and other barriers that
contribute to eroding bargaining power.
● Eroding retirement income could help explain persistent U.S. wage stagnation for
older workers.
● Loss of bargaining power of older workers could suppress wages and working
conditions for all workers.
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Introduction
Researchers (see for example: Bronshtein, Scott, Shoven, Slavov, & Engines, 2018;
Munnell, Orlova, & Webb, 2014) argue working longer significantly improves retirement
readiness, increases retirement standard of living and has a substantially large impact on
retirement consumption, particularly in mid and late-career circumstances. Moreover, The
OECD “live longer, work longer” consensus presents working at older ages as the most effective
way to combat the challenges of population ageing (Martin, 2018).
But the hope that working longer can improve retirement readiness relies on optimistic
assumption that older workers’ jobs are comparable to their career job, are physically and
mentally easier, and longevity gains and pension wealth, are more or less distributed equally
across populations. But in reality, adding more elders to the labor market disproportionately
benefits employers as these older workers enter the workforce with few choices and therefore
weakened bargaining power (Ghilarducci 2019).
Bargaining power cannot be measured directly but it is inferred from labor market
outcomes. The persistent wage stagnation of older workers is a clear indicator of their declining
power to bargain for better compensation. I argue that the dynamic model of monopsony
developed by Manning (2003) provides a good framework in determining the main factors
leading to older workers’ erosion of bargaining power. According to this framework, wage
determination hinges on four main factors. Namely, the rate that workers leave for nonemployment (d), the rate at which they receive other job offer (l), their reservation wages (b)
and market wages (p). The following sections describes how changes in each of these market
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factors, plus institutional factors have undermined older workers’ bargaining position in the
process of wage determination.
High rates of separation are caused by: Rise of alternative work arrangements and erosion
of internal labor markets, decline in union membership and older workers’ propensity to work
for smaller firms. Older workers face lower rates of job offer arrival because of persistent age
discrimination and relative geographical mobility. Moreover, shifts in supply and demand and
changes in nonwage attributes of jobs older workers hold could account for lower market wages,
while eroding retirement security (a form of non-labor income) leads to a decrease in older
workers’ reservation wages. One often overlooked institutional factor contributing to older
workers’ wage stagnation and weakened bargaining power is their ineligibility for the Earned
Income Tax Credit.
The decline in internal labor markets and the rise of alternative work increases separation
rates since they reduce gains to experience, job-specific skills and a firm’s incentive to train
workers. Union-representation loss affect the employment stability of both union and non-union
workers. Moreover, their decline reduces the ability of older workers to combat monopsony
power and also to share rents in the presence of product market imperfections that produce rents.
Older workers are more likely to work in small and medium sized firms, which research shows
have higher overall separation rates.(Oslund, 2019)
Since the indirect cost of moving grows significantly when workers have family and
community roots older workers face higher barriers in mobility, which leads to lower job offer
arrival rates. Additionally, if employers perceive older applicants as less productive or less loyal
to the establishment, they will receive job offers at a reduced rate.
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We find little evidence that older workers’ market wages have declined due to consumer
tastes moving away from products older workers make since older workers are not
disproportionately employed in high - unemployment rate occupations. But it is evident form
secondary sources that the size of the Boomer generation has had a “crowding out” effect on
market wages of older works. Worsening non-pecuniary job characteristics and health and
retirement coverage did not compensate older workers for wage stagnation. Finally, eroding
retirement security has lowered workers’ reservation wages.
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) may decrease the relative demand for older
workers who are not EITC-eligible if older and younger workers are substitutes and puts
downward pressure on older workers’ wages in occupations with large EITC worker shares.
The following sections presents evidence for each of the factors mentioned above.
Older Workers Relative Compensation is Falling
Since 2001, wage repression has been more severe for college-educated older men than
for college-educated prime-age men. A quantile regression analysis shows that from 1990 to
2017 real median hourly wages for full-time male workers over 55 with a high school degree fell
7.0 percent while wages for those with a bachelor’s degree fell by 8.1 percent. In contrast, the
median hourly wage for prime-age male workers (35-54) with a bachelor’s degree increased 8.5
percent while wages for those with a high school degree fell 15.1 percent.
Insert Figure 1 and Table 1 here
From 1990 to 2017 female wages did not fall. Wage trends for women differed partially
because demand for female labor increased significantly. Older and prime-age women with high
school degrees experienced very similar wage trends. Wages for older women with bachelor’s
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degrees have persistently lagged behind their prime-age counterparts. The figures for different
age groups and educational levels are available on request.
In addition, health insurance and retirement plan coverage has fallen for all workers.
Specifically, from 1990 to 2017. For full-time non-self-employed workers over 55, health
insurance coverage fell from 90.4 percent to 87.4 percent and retirement plan coverage fell from
55.5 percent to 43.9 percent (calculated by authors from the IPUMS-CPS ASEC (1991-2018))
Older workers’ wages and working conditions could weaken conditions for all workers
because aging boomers continue to exert an outsized impact on labor markets. Of the 11.4
million net new jobs that will be created by 2026, 6.4 million are projected to be filled by
workers over 55. In 2017, 35 million older workers constituted 24 percent of the labor force, up
from 12 percent in 1990. By 2026, 40 million older workers will make up 25 percent of the labor
force (Lacey, Toossi, Dubina, & Gensler, 2017). Seventeen million older workers have been
newly employed since 2000 and the net increase in jobs was 17 million.
Dynamic Model of Monopsony:
In imperfectly competitive markets, the value of the marginal product of workers deviates
from the real wage. In a competitive model labor and capital are both wage and price takers so
neither has more market power than the other (Kaufman & Hotchkiss, 2006). But labor and
product market imperfections create an area of “indeterminacy” in compensation. Demand and
supply set upper and lower limits on the compensation range, thus opening the door to wage
determination through bargaining.
Wage setting power combined with “frictions and asymmetric information leads to
monopsony exploitation” (Hicks, 1963). In monopsony, firms are not bound by market forces to
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pay workers their marginal product of labor, which implies that, even in a world where all firms
and individuals are identical, a decrease in the rate at which workers receive job offers will both
lower the average wage and increase inequality. Monopsony conditions are expected if workers
face discrimination, non-monetary reasons to stay in a region, costs to separating from a job and
transferring to another one, lack of information about labor policies, and information about
employers’ competitors.
More explicitly in monopsonic markets the firm’s employment represents an equilibrium
between the flow of workers who leave and those who join the firm (Ashenfelter, Farber, &
Ransom, 2010). These flows also impact the expected wage. As developed in Manning (2003),
&

(

the expected wage equation is: 𝐸(𝜔) = &'( (𝑏) + &'( (𝑝)
Where 𝛿 is the job offer arrival rate and 𝛿 is the job separation rate. b represents the reservation
rate and p is the market wage (equal to workers’ marginal product). (For a complete proof please
refer to Manning (2003, page 42). In our framework this implies that bargaining power depends
on the arrival rate of job offers, the rate of job separation, workers’ reservation wage and the
market wage.
Firms are motivated to adopt personnel policies and business strategies to become
monopsonists, if they don’t, they miss out on potential profits. Only a monopsonist can offer
selected workers who get an attractive competitive job offer a counter offer generous enough to
induce the worker to stay. In a competitive labor market the firm has no choice but to let the
worker leave, because they were paying the maximum wage possible. Monopsony power shifts
revenue from wages to profits, which weakens the link between labor productivity and labor
compensation. When firms no longer compete aggressively to hire workers, monopsony power
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opens up the possibility that wages can differ among workers with similar skills (Manning,
2003).
Many studies (Card, Cardoso, Heining, & Kline, 2018; Dube, Jacobs, Naidu, & Suri,
2018; Staiger, Spetz, & Phibbs, 2010) have shown that the U.S. labor market is tainted with high
levels of monopsony power. Most recently Méndez and Sepúlveda (2019) suggest that most
occupational labor markets between 1979-2000 were characterized by substantial amounts of
monopsonistic, wage-setting power. Controlling for individual, time, and industry fixed effects,
they find monopsony power is pervasive and decreases wages and benefits.

Factors Increasing Job Separation Rates
Alternative Employment Relations and Loss of Internal Labor Markets
Older workers are the fastest growing group in alternative employment arrangements,
which include independent contracting, on-call workers, temporary agency workers, employees
of contract firms, and gig workers. In 2017, 15.1 percent of workers ages 55 to 75 reported
working in an alternative work arrangement. Katz & Krueger (2019), using a modified version of
the BLS Contingent Work Survey, find a larger share for older workers, 23.9 percent of whom
faced alternative work arrangements in 2015. Both U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics (2017) and Katz and Krueger (2019) find that workers over 55 are the largest and
fastest growing age group in alternative work arrangements.
Workers in alternative work (excluding independent contractors) arrive to those jobs with
much lower bargaining power. Job separation rates are significantly higher for workers in nontraditional employment. Whereas 6 percent of all older workers report losing their previous job
involuntarily, older workers in on-call, temp agency, contract firm or gig work were nearly three
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times more likely, at 17 percent, to report involuntary job loss. The median older worker reported
wealth holdings of 171% their earnings, while older workers in alternative work arrangements
reported wealth that was just 77% percent of their earnings, indicating a much lower ability to
retire and therefore a lower reservation wage. In addition, alternative work removes workers
from a firm’s job ladder, and produces little or no opportunity for promotion within a firm.
Evidence suggests older workers do not prefer alternative work schedules. The plurality
of workers in temporary agency and on call jobs in 2017 – 46 and 40 percent, respectively –
answered in a survey they would prefer to be in a traditional arrangement, with an additional 12
percent and 10 percent saying, “it depends” (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). According to
Katz and Krueger (2019), 60 percent of on-call and temporary help agency workers prefer a job
that is permanent and/or has regularly scheduled hours. While some older workers cite flexibility
and autonomy as reasons for taking on alternative work, they are outnumbered 2-to-1 by those
who cite financial or labor market reasons.
Additionally, workers in alternative work arrangements believed they had just a 21
percent chance of finding an equivalent job if they lost their current one, compared to 35 percent
for other workers (Ghilarducci, Webb, & Papadopoulos, 2018). In 2017 the median earnings for
full-time workers in a traditional arrangement was $32,500, while non-independent contractors
in alternative work reported earnings of just $14,000 (Ghilarducci, Webb, & Papadopoulos
2017).
The average duration of employment relationships within the United States has
persistently declined in the last thirty years. Older workers have lost the advantage of internal
labor markets because their job tenure has fallen by more than one third. Experienced older men
lost the most (Farber, 2008; Hollister, 2011). Changes in tenure have manifested as a particularly
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marked decrease in the proportion of workers who have been with their employer for more than
10 years and a strong increase in the proportion who have moved jobs within the last year
(Farber, 2008).
Specifically, older workers seem to have lost the advantage of internal labor markets
since their job tenure has fallen by more than one third. In 1987, the median older prime-age man
(45-54) had been with his current employer for 12.7 years. By 2018, median older prime-age
male job tenure fell 36% to 8.1 years. Older men’s (age 55-64) job tenure fell 16% during the
same time period (16.8 years to 14.1 years). This tenure drop likely reflects older male workers
leaving the labor market. Workers older than 64 are special; they stayed in the market and are
likely to have longer tenure. Figure 3: Median numbers of years that older male employees are
with the same employers has declined by more than one third. Tenure decline being more
concentrated in large organizations can be explained by falling industry unionization rather than
foreign competition or technological change (Bidwell, 2013). This body of evidence shows how
the erosion of internal labor markets has increased job separation rates.
Older workers face more difficulty in reintegrating into the labor market after losing their
jobs compared to the younger unemployed. Studies show as workers get older, the duration of
their unemployment lengthens, chances of finding a job decline. (Axelrad, Malul, & Luski, 2018,
Böheim, Horvath, & Winter-Ebmer, 2011, Coen, Forrier, & Sels, 2012) and they experience
sharp wage declines. Only 14 percent of older (age 55 and older) unemployed in August 2009
were employed in March 2010, compared with 37 percent of those younger than 55 (Van Horn,
Corre, & Heidkamp, 2014).
Earlier studies find only 61 percent of displaced men and 55 percent of displaced women
in their fifties are employed two years after a job loss (Chan & Huff Stevens, 2002), and that
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only about half of displaced workers in their early sixties become reemployed (Munnell, Sass,
Soto, & Zhivan, 2008).
Displaced workers are more likely to job-hop, to suffer further involuntary job losses, and
to experience subsequent unemployment than those who were still working for their age-50
employer at age 56 (Sass & Webb, 2010). Individuals who separate from their age-50 employer
for whatever reason are at risk of missing out on their peak savings years and of failing to
prepare adequately for retirement, further reducing their bargaining power. Further, older
workers are unable to reduce their work effort below full-time without leaving the job they held
in their prime working years, forcing them into retirement. From 2008 to 2014, at least 52% of
retirees over 55 left their last job involuntarily, the result of job loss or deterioration in health
(Schwartz Center for Economic Policy Analysis, 2018).
Union Power
Falling union coverage exposes older workers to more monopsony power. John Stuart
Mill argued that organizing labor changes a static bargaining process to a dynamic game where
the employer deals not with the individual laborer in a single period but with the union in
multiple periods (Mill quoted in King & Yanochik, 2011). A union compensation premium
exists (Erickson & Mitchell, 2007) because unions transfer monopsony rents from employers to
workers without suffering employment losses and compresses wage inequality by bringing up
the bottom (Farber, Herbst, Kuziemko, & Naidu. 2018). Moreover, unions play a crucial role in
stabilizing the employment status of workers by lowering job separation rates and boosting
workers’ bargaining power. Strong unions are able to negotiate guaranteed employment in
addition to higher wage. (Kahn & Morimune, 1979; Todate, 2010)
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If monopsony conditions develop in older workers’ labor markets, and the institutions
that mitigate monopsony conditions, primarily unions, are weakened, labor compensation would
be lower than expected. Older workers’ union coverage declined (from 16.7 percent in 2004 to
12.6 percent in 2017) more than prime-age workers (calculated by authors from the IPUMS-CPS
ASEC [1991-2018]) partially explaining older workers wages relative worse performance.
Unionized workers are more likely covered by retirement plans which help boost older workers’
fallback position and an alternative to work at older ages.
Firm Size
Older workers are more likely to work for small (less than 1000 employees) firms.
Smaller firms have higher rates of job separation (Oslund, 2019) and fewer economic rents and
profits to share with employees. Highly productive and profitable firms – so-called ‘superstar’
firms (Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson, & Van Reenen, 2017) capture greater market share and have
the ability to share rents. An analysis of size of firm and average age of employees shows that 32
percent of workers in large firms are over 50 years old. In contrast, 35 percent of employees in
small firms (fewer than 100 employees) are slightly older. There is a 3 percent negative
likelihood of being over 50 and working for a large firm. This negative likelihood can contribute
to further stagnating wages and lower bargaining power for older workers. Insert Figure 2: Older
workers are less likely to work for super-firms.
Factors Decreasing the Rate of Job Offer Arrivals
Age Discrimination
Older workers’ monopsony exposure is also increased by persistent age discrimination,
defined when employers pay different levels of compensation for the same ability or output.
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Although discrimination based on age is illegal under federal and most state law, if employers
prejudge older workers as being less able to work or learn, or if they are seen as being less loyal,
then they will have fewer job offers that pay near their productivity.
Neumark and Song (2013) found that older workers worked relatively longer, and
claimed Social Security benefits relatively later in states that had stronger age discrimination
laws and policies. Audit studies – in which employers are confronted with two resumes of
candidates with equal qualifications, but one resume indicates the candidate is older, find older
workers are less likely to be called for an interview (Neumark, Burn, & Button, 2018). The
majority of employers surveyed by Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies answered that 64
was too old to be considered for employment; yet, the median age that workers gave was too old
to work was 75 (Collinson, 2018). This gap suggests that older people look for work in markets
where employers aren't offering older workers many jobs.
Workforce rationalization can also disproportionately impact older workers. Gosselin
(2018) estimated that in the downsizing of 2010, IBM eliminated more than 20,000 American
employees ages 40 and over, about 60 percent of its estimated total U.S. job cuts during those
years. Reviewing internal company documents, legal filings, and public records, Goesslin
concluded that IBM “flouted or outflanked U.S. laws and regulations intended to protect latercareer workers from age discrimination.”
In 2019 researchers surveyed employers, in order to evaluate how firms, assess the risk to
their organizations of an aging workforce. While about 40 percent of employers said they
thought older workers were a positive asset to their firms, 20 percent thought that their
organization views the aging workforce as a liability that may increase costs or reduce
productivity more than a talent loss risk (Clark, Nyce, Ritter, & Shoven, 2019).
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Geographical Immobility and Weaker Market Dynamism
Older workers are less likely to leave a job, less likely to move to a new job, and less
likely to physically move from their place of residence for a job (Kaplan & Schulhofer-Wohl,
2015; Molloy, Smith, Trezzi, & Wozniak, 2016). Long-run declines in job creation, job
destruction, and the entry and exit of establishments from the marketplace (Davis &
Haltiwanger, 2014) cause workers to have fewer choices indicating a U.S. labor market with
considerably lower levels of fluidity and a decline in rate of job arrival for older workers.
Declining dynamism directly reduces wages by limiting the frequency of outside offers and
wage-enhancing job transitions (Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2017). Geographic
(interstate) migration, has also fallen dramatically since at least the early 1980s (Molloy, Smith,
Trezzi, & Wozniak, 2016). Migration is one major way that many workers find labor market
opportunity , receive job offers and achieve higher wages. In 2017, about half of interstate moves
were for labor market reasons (Shambaugh, Nunn, & Liu, 2018). Moreover, residential moves
that correspond with interstate employer-to-employer transitions have declined by nearly half
between 2000 and 2010 (Hyatt, Mcentarfer, Ueda, & Zhang, 2016).
Older workers face especially high barriers to mobility since the indirect cost of moving
grows significantly when workers have family and community roots. Older workers are also
more likely to be stranded in stagnant regions with falling home values and earning low wages.
According to our calculations from the Current Population Survey (2006-2017) older workers are
17% as likely to move for a job as younger workers.
Factors Impacting Older Workers’ Market and Reservation Wages:
Eroding Retirement Income Security
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Diminishing retirement income security lowers a worker’s reservation wage. When the
unemployment rate is high or pension income is low, the reservation wage dominates the
expected wage. The two forces together would explain a precipitous drop in wages. This is
particularly true of older middle and lower-income households with falling non-labor assets
(Butrica, Smith, & Iams, 2012).
Low rates of retirement plan coverage and low balances mean that a majority of older
households (55 percent) will rely on Social Security for almost all of their income in retirement.
(Ghilarducci and Knauss 2015). A drop in non-labor income for older workers can be observed
in falling pension coverage. In 1980, 46 percent of workers over age 55 reported being covered
by a retirement plans from their workplace. By 2013 that rate fell to just 41 percent. Moreover,
during this time many firms switched from providing defined benefit plans to defined
contribution plans. Workers born during 1946-1950 could expect an average of $6,375 annually
in 2018 dollars from defined pension benefits; for people born between 1961-1965 this number
was $3,750 annually. Although income from defined contribution plans increased for the latter
group, expected overall retirement income from sources other than Social Security is still $1,000
lower for late Boomers (Butrica, Iams, Smith, & Toder, 2009).
Moreover, increases in the Social Security full retirement age (FRA) cut benefits by 13%
directly. Workers can claim Social Security benefits at any age after 62, with reduced benefits
for those claiming before (ranging from 5.0-6.7 percent per year) and increased benefits for those
claiming after the full retirement age (8.0 percent). Thus, an increase in the full retirement age
acts as a cut in benefits for all workers. The full retirement age is currently in the process of
being raised from 65 to 67, cutting Social Security benefits as much as 13 percent for early
retirees and 16 percent for late retirees.
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The combined effects of declining pension coverage, inadequate pension savings in the
defined contribution system (the average balance of retirement savings for those in the bottom 50
percent of the income distribution near retirement is less than $30,000) and Social Security
benefit cuts could lead to large-scale downward mobility of middle class near-retirement
households. Whereas 21.5 million people in near-retirement households are earning more than
200 percent of the federal poverty level, 8.5 million (40 percent) are projected to fall below this
threshold if they retire at age 62. If all workers delayed retirement to 65, the number of
downwardly mobile is still 5 million (19 percent) (Ghilarducci, Webb, & Papadopoulos, 2017).
Debt, which is equivalent to a cut in net non-labor income, is growing among older
American households. The share of Americans 66 to 69 years old with debt increased from 29.9
percent in 1998 to 43.4 percent in 2010, with the debt levels increasing on average by 55 percent
(Karamcheva, 2013).
Non-monetary Benefits, Schedules and Ease of Work Are Not Improving
Older workers’ working conditions have not improved significantly. Since 1992 the share
of workers ages 55 to 62 reporting physical demands at work decreased only slightly. In 1992, 40
percent of older workers reported their jobs required “lots of physical effort.” In 2014, this
decreased to 34 percent, a statistically significant decrease of 6 percentage points. However,
other dimensions of physical work, including “lifting heavy loads” and
“stooping/kneeling/crouching,” saw no statistically significant changes (Moore, Ghilarducci, &
Webb, 2019).
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Older Workers Are Not Disproportionately Employed in Occupations with High
Unemployment Rates
Another factor leading to compensation repression among older workers could be falling
demand for products made by older workers due to shifts in consumers’ tastes and an increase in
foreign competition. In order to proxy for older workers’ demand we correlate the median age of
workers by occupation ranked by their respective unemployment rate. Though pure mechanical
effects imply that industries with shrinking employment would have older median ages
(shrinking sectors do not hire younger workers). Using the March (2017) supplement of the
Current Population Survey we find that older workers are not disproportionately employed in
occupations with high relative unemployment rates. There was a non-significant correlation of 0.31 between median age and unemployment rate in each occupation. Additionally, correlations
between the percentage change of value added per industry (between 2007 -2017) and median
age of that industry produces the same results.
Impact of Cohort Size on Wages
Prior research implies that the size of one’s birth cohort affects wages throughout one’s
working life, with members of relatively large cohorts (at all stages of their careers) earning a
significantly lower wage than members of smaller cohorts. Estimated elasticities of wages with
respect to the relative size of one’s own cohort generally fall between -0.05 and -0.10, and are of
similar magnitude for men and for women (Papadopoulos, Patria, & Triest, 2017).
The large boomer cohort slowed wage growth when they were young growing only by 3.9
percent a year before age 55 compared to the 5 percent for the Silent Generation and 6.3 percent
for Generation X. Prime aged boomer wages grew only 0.7 percent a year, lower than any
generation in the last 70 years. (Ghilarducci, Webb, and Papadopoulos 2017). This factor shows
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how older workers might face lower market wages (b) and therefore lower expected
compensation due to the size of their cohort.
Institutional Factor: The Case of Earned Income Tax Credit
Earned Income Tax Credit Lower Wages for Ineligible Workers
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) is the largest cash assistance program for low-wage
workers in the United States. In 2018, 25 million eligible workers and families received
approximately $63 billion in EITC credits. The average federal EITC subsidy received
nationwide was about $2,488 (U.S. Department of Tresasurery, 2018). Targeted at low-wage
workers, the EITC has focused on achieving two major goals: distributing income towards lowwage workers, and increasing labor force participation rate
But, because EITC recipients work alongside workers ineligible for the credit, EITCinduced wage suppression extends to many workers who do not receive off setting EITC
payments. Moreover, EITC-induced labor supply increases lead to lower wages, allowing
employers to capture a portion of the intended transfer (Rothstein, 2010). These unintended
transfers limit the EITC's capacity to redistribute income, weakens the bargaining power of the
ineligible workers. EITC expansion could lead to the creation of more low-wage jobs. The
dampening effects of the EITC on older workers’ wage growth is explored in a forthcoming
study by the author (2020)
Table 2 here: Share of workers who receive EITC and older (ineligible) workers in 10
(projected) fastest growing occupations with most employment gain (2015).
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Conclusion: Limitations, and Policy Recommendations
Data limitation prevents this study from quantitatively decomposing the decline in wages
to rank the importance of these factors. Different factors (such as workers’ skills, and job match
quality) will matter for different kinds of workers . Older personal care workers, for example, are
more affected by the EITC-wage suppression and older male welders by the loss of unions.
No silver bullet policy change will restore or strengthen labor bargaining power for the
diverse group of older workers. Proposals to increase union density and change employer
responsibilities would reduce employers’ monopsony power in certain industries. State “right to
work laws” weakens union and proposals to ban them may increase union density. Unions are
also associated with human resource practices that protect seniority (Verma 2005). Extending
labor law protection to excluded workers, including domestic workers and gig workers will help
older workers because they are disproportionately represented in these jobs. Additionally, any
non-labor income such as Social Security and pensions increases a person’s bargaining power
because they provide a stronger fall-back position and any activist labor policies that mitigate job
losses in recession would help older workers (Couch and Placzek 2010).
The comprehensive review of the evidence lends us to conclude that the decline in
unions, the decline in the enforcement of labor regulations, and the erosion of retirement income
security may well be the driving factors suppressing the bargaining power of older workers.
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